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chapter, but I wanted to keep the total about the same. In the early part I skipped a

chapter which told about this woman who was forced this way to become an agent.. and

he would come eve rweek and. he was supposed to talk with the Russian soldiers and gain

their confidence and find out which one thought that Stalin waunt t the greatest leader

and then they could liquidate those particular soldiers, and he was faced with the

possiblities of being put in a concentration camp or being liquidated. He didn't 1-how what

might happen to him if he didn't take this position and i± he didn't give them this secret

information and try to draw out the Russian soldiers to see if they had any dislikes. As

it so happened. in tiis case, instead of doing that he fled. Itts an interesting sbbry how

he did this, but he fled to Berlin and he escaped and told the sbry of how it happened.

It illustrates the fact that the Russian representatives are not safe in contact with free

intercourse. The people they trust are the people who come into this country and other

countries who have a hatred in their heart for some reason. Naturally it's easy for any-
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one to get a hatred. In every class of people there a'e and any one of us can

be mistreated by someone and we get dislike for the whole system on account of the individual

who mistreated us. And if you get a pretty mean tstreatment you develpp a quality of
(8 1/2) developed

hatred. And so the forms the secret group of communists in every country of the

world. Even so there has neer been a case where they have taken over a country. It

requires a weakening of the world for them to be able to do it becnse the system cannot

hold outside pressure. Thu could get a who would seine our public utilities and such
(9 1/2)

important places andthen revolutionize an area. But they can't get enough.

It all seems fantsttc when you think of it that after our thoughts of progress for tie

last2,0000 years now we have so large a part of the world under a system that is more apt
(10)

lose thanthe old , that you had less personal freedom than perhaps any

nation in the world. The people one hundred years ago would just have not thought it

possible. But what is even more fantastic than that is that tie would have so much of the

world not only under system, but,-. that it would bô representative thvough the world as a

progress and that many people will thoughtlessly follow. the goveri,t
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